
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an analysts. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for analysts

Responsible for bank profitability analysis and exposure by bank analysis
Conduct counterparty risk analysis and provide SWOT (strengths, weakness,
opportunities and threat) analysis of all major relationship banks
Conduct hedge effectiveness testing and prepare hedge accounting memo
Apply knowledge of credit risk management in designing and implementing
global counterparty credit risk model
Gather data from corporate accounting system applying knowledge of
financial accounting and corporate finance including the use of accounting
system such as Oracle Hyperion Financial Management or Industrial and
Financial Systems to prepare Treasury disclosure deliverables including Fair
Value of Debt, Debt Covenant, and Credit Capacity in quarterly SEC 10-K and
10-Q filings
Apply knowledge of Treasury including Capital Markets, FX Exposure
Management, Cash Management, Pension Administration and Corporate
Credit, and assist in developing and establishing quarterly Treasury
dashboard for senior Management
Perform monthly procedures including net settlement of derivative contracts
in FXall, revolving credit facility reconciliation and hedge effectiveness testing
Standardize wire transfer template and trouble-shoot fund transfer process
Revamp policies applied to global scale related to risk management,
including counterparty credit risk, investment and debt obligation
The initiative, called Controlled Data Sharing involves capturing descriptive
information about the Bank’s digital assets to enable broader sharing of
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Qualifications for analysts

Knowledge of greenhouse gas accounting principles, metrics for measuring
climate impacts
Knowledge of data analysis and/or the statistics of measured data
PhD in Chemical, Environmental, or other process Engineering
3+ years of experience with LCA for a variety of clients, including energy-
related studies
With limited training or instruction, be expected to add unique LCA-related
knowledge in areas such as Impact Analysis or consequential LCA to the team
Understanding of greenhouse gas accounting principles, metrics for
measuring climate impacts


